IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

Dear Brothers

As you know The S.A.A.L.M. group was compromised by a security breach recently.

I have conferred with P1 and P2 and we are currently establishing a reviewed security protocol which should prohibit any type of attack or compromise in the future.

This temporary email address is part of the renewed security protocol. If anyone receives unsolicited or "stray-duck" emails, please fwd them immediately to my new address...

INDOCTRINATION for MEMBERS OF S.A.A.L.M.

Re. electronic signature, do NOT worry about it now. We'll get to it once a few changes are made. Patience. This has never been done before, not quite in the way we're proposing.

Re. Don't worry about ID, this will be done here at the shop, but we will have suggestions below. About TS/SCI, put full name down, including the W. Re. regs and laws, legal requires us to help you get the regs. You can get them off P21 directly; make a list of them and keyword S.A.A.L.M. or code as is known, and the titles and parts. Most direct way. I am not worried about the NDA. Agreed to it for protection against using HCI (high classif info) as we will have to on occasion.

Item 1 defines what the type of info is, according to the PEO number, and what being give access to such info means.

Item 2 says you are aware of what security is needed and why, and that you understand the basic procedure for sharing the information you have or generate with others: that is, only with members of the group and no one else, no exceptions.

Item 3 warns against the potential danger of disclosure by direct or nonauthorized means, that is, acting disconnected from the group for whatever personal belief(s) or reason(s). Then it goes on to say that if anyone else, outside the group, is to get any information you have or generate, that this would require a direct written permission to do so OR you have directly verified that this is authorized and that you can do so. This is one of the roles played by the first-among-equals -- to protect us all from such potential screw-ups.

Item 4 says you know that breach of this agreement will result in your being asked to leave the group. And that, depending upon what it is you did, any one of a series of parts and titles of CFR and some
laws can apply and be used against you in a court of law. This is a dissuader of breaches of this agreement.

Item 5 dissuades us from disclosing anyone from the association with S.A.A.L.M. punishable by death.

Item 6 tell us that the agency will seek extreme termination with prejudice in the case of a breach of this agreement resulting in the disclosure of unauthorized information, beginning with extreme harassment in order to stop the disclosure.

Item 7 establishes clearly ownership of the information and here you need to read carefully to understand what it really says, for by invoking ownership by the Link (of which we are a part) we all also own the information. Internal regs will clarify this point as we go, internal meaning group generated.

Item 8 says that you are bound by all items in this agreement until such time that one of the first-among-equals (most likely P4) releases you to do a limited release as part of something the group agrees to do, or is part and parcel of the overall mission. Otherwise, it reminds you that all parts of the agreement apply to you at all times.

Item 9 is self-evident. Essentially, it says that if one item of this agreement cannot be enforced, all others remain in force and applicable. And,

Item 10 says that you know that all the CFR sections listed, the congressional act mentioned, and the executive order listed in the item apply to your participation in S.A.A.L.M. and that you accept their coverage over your activities as part of the group. This is the part that basically states each of us are covered under these sections and other other applicable regulations and laws. And it says you recognize your responsibility in obtaining copies of all these regs and laws and that we can help you get them if you can't find or get them yourselves. And,

Item 11 says you don't intend to lie or mislead when you sign this agreement, or any time after.

About any further information from you, it is not necessary at this time. Likewise, whenever you are going to work on any S.A.A.L.M. stuff, contacting S.A.A.L.M. agents, discussing Marduk and/or Annunaki protocols, it is quite necessary as keyboard stroking is quite readable from elsewhere. Will see that some level of encryption be available to all members, working on that as we speak. Make sure you are not exposed to the net, scalar techtronics, or to anyone else getting the better of you.

Let me know if you can't find items mentioned in agreement. Will then help. Do you need anything else that I can do now or in next few days? I'm gonna be unavailable for a day or two, probably until Wed. Will take a rest trip to the mountains and the sequoias for a day or two. Will take laptop with, but can't promise I will have signal where I'm going...
Let the computer suggest a code name for you all: or choose a new one (to use in the group) and XXX as your codesign (for A-33_Z information system registry name), as there will only be one master list of all with all add-on names. Include CSS in text somewhere on form, please. Tell me today or tomorrow, if possible, if this is sufficient for you to send the forms filled out back to me so I can get them on system before I leave. Know this, too, that NOTHING given by members of the group to MIS-ACTION leaves the group’s system; this is NOT, repeat NOT, shared with any group outside. Sufficient authority internally to set this up and operate it. NDA is insurance that no one will get prosecuted for using HCI from time to time, and to know that we are producing some unique stuff here. It is not so much guarding against GOVOR, NGOS and others that we’re concerned; it’s the leakage to Link SIGs inside the Link itself. Look, there’s exopolitics between them as there is between and among us.

P6

Strategic Concept

ALL ELEMENTS WORKING TOGETHER

All elements must now indeed begin to fit together and work together. The construction of our scalar computer grid at Pine Gap, indicates the end status of our “information field” that we know as soul or spirit embodied or indexed to one physical frame and converted into usable information and data that can be applied to real time power. Here is where allegory meets fact and turns into information. Read these words with your mind’s eye that can access the whole of you, for what you know as spirit in you is the part that will understand, instruct, and guide you in this endeavor.

Be it known by One and All: the body is a bearer of information in and of itself, and within itself. It is Creation in and through which Source experiences Itself and Its creation. The perfect information field indexed to a body is already in human forms native to Earth. The perfect body hosts a perfect information field predicated on 24 base aminoacids, not 20 as the bodies of Earth humans currently are. Current science and human penchant for the idea of immortality have led scientists to a quest for human longevity by the suppression of certain enzymes and the enhancement of neuropeptides, in a biotechnological symphony of attempts. Yet, it is yet not realized that Source as Creator has already programmed all DNA to reach and achieve life forms of maximum feasible complex oscillating biological life matrices. This is a philharmonic quest for a biologic emancipation from exclusive dependence on the planetary/star system context in which the complex life form emerges. And much of the change the living matrix undergoes is already in what so far we know as mind, which is contained in Source as Creator, expressed as a biomind overfunction that turns a biokind into a unity-support under the operation of a dedicated biomind member, who acts as first-among-equals switchboard of permuted interchange of and among all members of the unity-support as biomind-overfunction. This is a most accurate conceptual representation of what biokinds must become,
as all biominds must ultimately join the One Voice in each galaxy that shall ultimately join all others in all galaxies as the Voice in Source as Creator.

In less technical language, the human species on Earth is at the door of a species-wide awakening to its whole membership-mind. This is not a telepathic phenomenon, as it is often misunderstood and portrayed in the literature, on the net, and in movies. Rather, it is an energetic phenomenon that also involves the Earth. Humans and their star-planet tandem are at the door of becoming a biogeosystem, or intricately woven system where human biology, Earth energetics, sun energetic cycles, and human biology awaken a process of genetic changes already inscribed in our DNA and genes (regardless of how much Ša.A.Mi. genetic material is in our DNA, or what you have seen referred to as Annunaki) that will take ten- to twenty-thousand years to bring our biokind to par with other Link members in terms of longevity.

Source is what you know as God in the role of Creator at Work. Source is the Thought boundary to the seven superdomains, from and through, which everything is. This is known as Unum – the sum total of Creation. Source expresses in seven superdomains, each being contained therein by the next, all contained therein by Source, like an onion contains its precious core. And core is the ratio of space/time in which our bodies are now, but of which our information clouds are not. The Milky Way and all galaxies in the universe are hosts to all Life manifestations from a perfect DNA created and placed by Source in 4-spacetime – the spacetime ratio in which life as we know it exists in three dimensions of space and three expressions of time. The latter, time, is technically not a dimension in the same way space is; it is more an aspect, for there is vertical time (which is a series of time aspects of 12,960,000 infinities) and horizontal time (time aspects that are manifest locally, as local time in space/time locales or addresses in 4-spacetime).

THE EYE of Horus

This third and final S.A.A.L.M. document announces the EoH. It will be followed by formal invitations to those who have replied and planning begin shortly on the setting up of a new Lodge which shall then interconnect all those who chose to become S.A.A.L.M.- S.A.A.L.M. members.

Neither P1 nor I wish to exercise direct control over the group, except as participants and specialized information source. The tasks for the group are specific to the three functions mentioned in the first two releases. This third is intended to put everything together, along with a substantial information base for each individual on each of the first two functions to have and hold as basis for moving forward -- as the page on which each need to be on to move onward and forward. This information is intended for group members, and group members only, until as a group, ground rules arise as to how the information products developed from within the group are to be made available to the public.

We, who conceived the idea of this group, intend it to be operated on the basis of fairly basic rules of thumb -- logical ground rules most everyone can agree to. Everyone must also realize the importance of the group’s intent and purpose, and weigh it against the need to protect it so it may serve us all well in accomplishing the goals set forth for its existence and operation. We do not wish to compromise a plan conceived by Lord Marduk over 25,000 years ago

We need to begin with trust in each, each other, motivation that
drives the group to fulfill the functions established, and the motivations that drive each and everyone in fulfilling the objectives agreed to by the goals which drove the formation of the group in the first place. Much of what we propose to do with and through S.A.A.L.M. has never been done in the public domain -- ever. And the attempts we know about have not worked for a variety of reasons. One of the main ones, from our viewpoint, has been the lack of trust in the wisdom and reliance on the native intelligence and experience of those participating in whatever the effort was at the time.

Aside from the usual group rules for the operation of this group, additional ways of handling information -- products and their dissemination -- would be have to be developed and evolved as an organic group, with facilitation on the part of members interested in seeing specific information items disseminated. This would require awareness and understanding on the part of those driving forward to do their bid with any one product of the time sequence and timing requirements already set long ago for the performance of specific procedures and function cascades between group onset on the net and the mid-third trimester of 2011. All of this would be provided to S.A.A.L.M. members as eyes-only group documents to be absorbed and filed for reference as securely as possible.

It is important for everyone to realize, understand and accept from the beginning that this is not set up as something open to everyone. It is NOT. People may join by invitation only, and only by agreement of the entire group that what the person being considered possesses skills and experiences necessary to the functions and objectives of the group. Thus, to a large extent, membership is utilitarian and driven by the goals and objectives set by the group functions and desired outcomes. We therefore propose that the S.A.A.L.M. lodge be formed by invitation only, that invitees be asked to furnish the entire group with a curriculum vitae of their background, accomplishments and experiences, writing samples of essays and/papers written (including professional papers, reports, monographs, and books published online or by publishing houses, that the member promoting the invitation be responsible for gathering all necessary information on the invitee, and submitting a proposal for membership to all members by email, providing sufficient information to members for each to determine in his or her own mind and heart the worthiness of the proposal, the utility of the background and experiences of the invitee, and the function invitee desires to perform in the group. A first-among-equals serves the function of moderator in the internal debate on whether or not the proposed member is extended the invitation to join, conducts sounding surveys of the membership, submits questions to the prospect sent by the membership, conducts membership consults over the net or by appointment, draws closure on discussion by sounding surveys concerning readiness to vote, conducts the final vote, declares consensus acceptance of the candidate and authorizes extension of invitation to the member who proposed the candidate for membership.

If the invitee is or has been a member of a civilian or military intelligence organization, this individual shall undergo a full vetting process involving his or her experiences and associations while in such organization. All members of the group, without exception, need to vote (up or down) on all admissions to the group; we propose that admission criteria be circumscribed to background and experiences pertinent to the group’s needs and goals, verification and reliability of the information provided, invitee disclosure of personal and professional information, background and standing in his or her community, and such other criteria deemed appropriate and
necessary by the consensus of the membership. We then propose
that the group function by the principle of the first-among-
equals/consensus agreement. The operational definition of this
principle is that the group is neither hierarchical in structure, nor is it
driven by power motives associated with any one viewpoint or its
hegemony within the group.

The first-among-equals are those who conceived, organized, and
operationalized the group at its inception, and continue on serving as
functional information conduits, facilitators, moderators and organic
stimulants of viewpoints and worldviews to help explain, clarify,
extend, associate, and made accessible any information cumuli (or
information that combines and merges into ever higher orders of
gnosive complexity and abstraction) to the membership by virtue of
previous access and exposure to organic-enhancing means of
improving optimal CNS/enteric intellectual performance.

The first among equals in the group are: P6, P2 and P1. Of the
three first-among-equals, the one ultimately responsible to the Link
and to S.A.A.L.M for the accomplishment of the goals and objectives
of S.A.A.L.M. is P33. The others – P13 and P15 – are the pillars of
this group – the fifth element in a higher-order defensive complex
that, without this group’s performance of its functions and fulfillment
of its goals, it would and could not work. More on the situation
confronted by humankind as members of the Link have made
guardian functions in certain institutional groups mentioned on this
document and on the BRIEFING BOOK 1, for bona fide members
admitted by the membership.

P6
There has been much controversy in the public domain the last few months as to whether the SAALM [Supreme Annunaki Assembly of Lord Marduk] and the following photos are real. I have been able to confirm from contacts in the global intelligence community that SAALM is indeed a very real organisation.

Also on the 6th Oct 2006 my girlfriend and I witnessed a black flying disk craft near the beach where I live in Cornwall. I made the following public statement about this-

[I saw the craft at 2.00am on the 6th of Oct. I was sitting in my front room and all of a sudden felt compelled to go and look out of the window. The craft was positioned in the sky near my local beach and hung motionless and then started to make erratic flight manoeuvres at multiple G’s. It was quite far away but looked like it could have been triangular in shape. I woke my girlfriend up and she also witnessed this craft. It was pulsating with a red light and also glowed white at some points. It did this for around fifteen minutes and then disappeared. This craft seemed to be putting on some sort of show. I received the email from the NSA two hours later saying they had sent it]

It was not the craft itself that I found amazing as I have seen strange flying craft in this area many times. It was the email I received two hours later from a SAALM representative who works for the NSA-

From : xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Sent : 06 October 2006 03:59:19 To : jamescasbolt@hotmail.co.uk Subject : RE: Negotiations

Brother James

The Zetan craft is ours - the chip we had implanted in you allows clear tracking and processing of your bioplasmic consciousness in 4D Hologramatic Space Time. The craft is NOT CIA - our structure is private, self financed, and serves Lord Marduk - king of Kings as prophesized in our Protocols of the Elders of Zion, ours is a clear blue blood lineage that descends from Babylon, its purpose to establish a One World Aryan elite with the Nordic “Jew” Lord Marduk as our King of Kings. We are financed privately, as you correctly understand, through the global drug and arms trade. Our nexus of control is global and spans the seven contents from Mt Ziel to Geneva to Dulce to Midlands to Tibet etc.

Our Nordic allies are commencing the final harvest of homosapien matria eggs utilizing Zetan bio-robots.

Brother James. It is useless to run nor to hide. You are in essence ours. Your defection from MI6 displeases us.

I enclose a photograph of myself so you may recognize me. I am prepared to meet you face to face but this will be on our terms Brother James. I have been commanded to approach you but not to alert you. If you are a true walkin and not an impostor as we believe you will recognize me and we may commence negotiations.

Yours in Service

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx]

After my appearance on the Edge am with Daniel Ott last year SAALM
contacted me and tried to recruit me. I have since learnt that they are controlling much of the global intelligence apparatus through renegade factions in the NSA, CIA, MOSSAD and MI 6. There is an internal war raging in the global intel community. I now work with a positive faction in the NSA and regularly have face to face meetings with secret service people in this country to keep the information on this site up to date.

Many people believe that Lord Marduk is the Anti Christ that is talked about in Daniel and Revelations. Obviously I cannot confirm this 100% and only time will tell. My NSA contacts claim that he is currently residing in an underground facility in Tanzania, Africa and preparation is underway to bring him onto the world stage. The following is from a NSA man who I refer to as ‘X7’-

[The S.A.A.L.M. group have until 2012 [ Dec 22nd ] to execute the primary phase of their agenda and bring their Ruler - an ancient Annunaki King called Lord Marduk into the public domain. I believe Lord Marduk is in fact the real physical personage of the Antichrist, [ and the King of Kings prophesised in the infamous Protocols of Zion plan, which has been perfected through the ages through Lord Marduk, his two sons and the global Masonic apparatus ]. I personally believe Marduk will use Accelerated Learning technology to manifest ‘miracles’ and amaze the uneducated public exactly as prophesied according to scripture (see the books of Daniel and Revelations). My goal is to heighten public awareness about these and many other extremely important issues whilst there is still a window of opportunity. Public awareness is growing at an exciting pace, and the timing is perfect for the release of my material which will be the straw that breaks the camels back. The cabal that is S.A.A.L.M. is comprised of many people behind the scenes - some names you will recognize others will mean nothing to the general public, although members through the European black nobility, the Vatican, and high ranking members of the global military apparatus will recognize their names and code rankings in the site.]

This information confirms the following email I received from the SAALM rep on 18th Sep 2006-

[From : xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Sent : 18 September 2006 12:38:23 To : jamescasbolt@hotmail.co.uk  Subject : Intel for you

Greetings Brother Casbolt

Only six more years and the planet will be ours. Our LORD OF LIGHT Asmodeus will soon reign Supreme upon this Planet.

Brothers Brezinski and Kissinger now ruling P40 and the Committee of 300 will implement the FINAL SOLUTION – billions dead and we gain nourishment upon their BLOOD- The Haemoglobin is the energy we require.

Rockefeller/Rothschild Iluminata apparatus now preparing for the full financial meltdown

Brother we welcome you into The Brotherhood [ the 33rd degree of Zion ] -

The Zetans will finalize the chipping protocol by 2009, Africa, India and China containing our AIDS will fall at our feet as the bio-robotic Zetans microchip the sheep.

All Hail Lord Marduk King of Kings
Caecus Barathrum Contumelia

In Service

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx]

On Oct 7th (the day after I witnessed the black triangle craft) I attended a UFO conference called Probe international. I was due to meet an ex NSA man by the name of Dean Warwick who was speaking. He claimed he was going to name
the anti Christ for the first time and as a former member of the NSA he was in a position to know about Lord Marduk. The following is an account I wrote of what happened next-

[On Saturday October 7th I attended a UFO conference in Blackpool called 'Probe international'. I planned to meet former US government official Dean Warwick who was the last speaker of the afternoon and try to convince him to blow the whistle about his experiences and knowledge regarding the NSA, missing children and Extra-terrestrials.

At this time Dean had already gone public and completed an interview a couple of weeks earlier with my friend, investigative journalist Dave Starbuck. The fact of the matter was that Dean had only talked about a fraction of what he really knew. Therefore it was my intention to appeal to him and try to convince him to fully blow the whistle.

When Dean was only minutes into his talk on stage he collapsed unconscious on the floor. The crowd was stunned and mass confusion ensued. He had stopped breathing and an ambulance was called but Dean had died on stage.

When Dean collapsed on the floor a woman witnessed a man with dark hair slip out of the hall. She followed this man who then proceeded to walk down the stairs whistling merrily to himself, get into a car and make a phone call. He was then seen laughing down the phone to whoever he was speaking to. Who walks out of a hall whistling happily to themselves and then starts laughing down the phone after a man has just collapsed and stopped breathing on stage?

All of these events point to the fact that this was an intelligence agency ‘hit’ using an E.L.F (Extremely low frequency) weapon. These E.L.F weapons can be set on a ‘Delta wave’ and are able to shut a person’s nervous system down.

Much of this technology has been perfected on the 4th level of the CIA underground Dulce facility in the New Mexico desert. The fourth level of this underground base deals with technological aspects of Human aura research, dream manipulation, hypnosis, telepathy and advanced mind control. The E.L.F weapons ‘suck’ the life out the victim’s body and Dean literally ‘fell asleep’ on his feet.

I was in tears and I walked past my friend Ellis who stared me right in the eyes with a look that said “We both know exactly what happened then”. Dean Warwick was a very brave man who died fighting for our freedom. Those responsible will be held fully accountable when the time comes. That time is coming soon. The same holds true for the ‘5th column’ agents who were trying to convince the people at Probe they were one of us. You know who you are and so do I]

On the 25th Oct I received this from the SAALM rep who works for the NSA-

[From : xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Sent : 25 October 2006 04:00:40 To : jamescasbolt@hotmail.co.uk

Mr Warwick passed away from ‘natural causes’ at The YMCA St. Albans Road St. Anne’s. Near Blackpool? Mr Warwick as I understand it, intended to discuss Lord Marduk. He was warned that our Annunaki King of Kings, let us say, “shies away” from this sort of unwarranted publicity

Mr Casbolt - I urge you to take the utmost care. I have attached a photo of one of our
keenest and more aggressive employees. He wears the inverted "M" with pride and he enjoys many benefits of our established rule and what is more - is a master of Electromagneto interference in 4D Hologramatic Bioplasmatics. We refer to him as "The Butcher"

A campaign is being waged to discredit you Brother James. The chipping procedure enables us to read your thoughts and understand your motivations. We can readily clone you as well - swap your 4d Hologramatic bioplasma entity with one of ours, complete with a walk-in personality - Hologramatical elegant.

[xxxxxxx]

Now with all the evidence I have presented I will leave it up to the public to judge all of this themselves.

Now onto the SAALM photos that have caused so much controversy. Many people claim they have been photoshopped and manipulated. I cannot say whether they are 100% genuine or not. However I will say this. Certain secret service people claim they have been run through a graphic manipulation programme to ensure ‘plausible deniability’. Then there is the infamous photo of the ET Enlil (if it is real). I have heard it said many times that because he has similar facial features to Brzezinski it is a photo shopped picture of Brezezinski. However Brezezinski is one of the top members of SAALM (codename P1). With the following intel there may be a logical explanation for the Enlil photo-

[From : xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Sent : 30 November 2006 11:21:00 To : jamescasbolt@hotmail.co.uk Subject : RE: Photoshop

JAMES

THE PHOTOS ARE REAL, BUT WERE ALSO PUT THROUGH A GRAPHIC MANIPULATION PROGRAM TO ENSURE PLAUSIBLE DENIABILITY. THEY ARE VERY CAREFUL NOT TO REVEAL THERE PLANS JAMES.

EVERYONE HAS AN OPINION MOST INCORRECT. ENLILS TIE IS A SAALM TIE THAT THEY ALL WEAR AT MEETINGS INCLUDING BRZEZINSKI.

ENLIL AND BRZEZINSKI ARE VERY CLOSELY RELATED, BRZEZINSKI IS FROM A BLUE BLOOD JESUIT FAMILY THAT TRACES ITSELF BACK TO THE ORIGINAL MARDUK LINEAGE.

[xxxxxxx]

Again I do not know for sure if the SAALM photos are real. However SAALM is a real group. The photos and accompanying emails are printed below for your perusal and judgement.
There has been much controversy in the public domain the last few months as to whether the SAALM [Supreme Annunaki Assembly of Lord Marduk] and the following photos are real. I have been able to confirm from contacts in the global intelligence community that SAALM is indeed a very real organisation.

Also on the 6th Oct 2006 my girlfriend and I witnessed a black flying disk craft near the beach where I live in Cornwall. I made the following public statement about this-

[I saw the craft at 2.00am on the 6th of Oct. I was sitting in my front room and all of a sudden felt compelled to go and look out of the window. The craft was positioned in the sky near my local beach and hung motionless and then started to make erratic flight manoeuvres at multiple G's. It was quite far away but looked like it could have been triangular in shape. I woke my girlfriend up and she also witnessed this craft. It was pulsating with a red light and also glowed white at some points. It did this for around fifteen minutes and then disappeared. This craft seemed to be putting on some sort of show. I received the email from the NSA two hours later saying they had sent it]

It was not the craft itself that I found amazing as I have seen strange flying craft in this area many times. It was the email I received two hours later from a SAALM representative who works for the NSA-

[From: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Sent: 06 October 2006 03:59:19 To: jamescasbolt@hotmail.co.uk Subject: RE: Negotiations

Brother James

The Zetan craft is ours - the chip we had implanted in you allows clear tracking and processing of your bioplasmic consciousness in 4D Hologramatic Space Time. The craft is NOT CIA - our structure is private, self financed, and serves Lord Marduk - king of Kings as prophesized in our Protocols of the Elders of Zion, ours is a clear blue blood lineage that descends from Babylon, its purpose to establish a One World Aryan elite with the Nordic "Jew" Lord Marduk as our King of Kings. We are financed privately, as you correctly understand, through the global drug and arms trade. Our nexus of control is global and spans the seven contents from Mt Ziel to Geneva to Dulce to Midlands to Tibet etc.

Our Nordic allies are commencing the final harvest of homosapien matria eggs utilizing Zetan bio-robots.

Brother James. It is useless to run nor to hide. You are in essence
ours. Your defection from MI6 displeases us.

I enclose a photograph of myself so you may recognize me. I am prepared to meet you face to face but this will be on our terms Brother James. I have been commanded to approach you but not to alert you. If you are a true walkin and not an impostor as we believe you will recognize me and we may commence negotiations.

Yours in Service

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx]

After my appearance on the Edge am with Daniel Ott last year SAALM contacted me and tried to recruit me. I have since learnt that they are controlling much of the global intelligence apparatus through renegade factions in the NSA, CIA, MOSSAD and MI 6. There is an internal war raging in the global intel community. I now work with a positive faction in the NSA and regularly have face to face meetings with secret service people in this country to keep the information on this site up to date.

Many people believe that Lord Marduk is the Anti Christ that is talked about in Daniel and Revelations. Obviously I cannot confirm this 100% and only time will tell. My NSA contacts claim that he is currently residing in an underground facility in Tanzania, Africa and preparation is underway to bring him onto the world stage. The following is from a NSA man who I refer to as 'X7'-

[ The S.A.A.L.M. group have until 2012 [ Dec 22nd ] to execute the primary phase of their agenda and bring their Ruler - an ancient Annunaki King called Lord Marduk into the public domain. I believe Lord Marduk is in fact the real physical personage of the Antichrist, [ and the King of Kings prophesised in the infamous Protocols of Zion plan, which has been perfected through the ages through Lord Marduk, his two sons and the global Masonic apparatus ]. I personally believe Marduk will use Accelerated Learning technology to manifest 'miracles' and amaze the uneducated public exactly as prophesied according to scripture (see the books of Daniel and Revelations). My goal is to heighten public awareness about these and many other extremely important issues whilst there is still a window of opportunity. Public awareness is growing at an exciting pace, and the timing is perfect for the release of my material which will be the straw that breaks the camels back. The cabal that is S.A.A.L.M. is comprised of many people behind the scenes - some names you will recognize others will mean nothing to the general public, although members through the European black nobility, the Vatican, and high ranking members of the global military apparatus will recognize their names and code rankings in the site.]

This information confirms the following email I received from the SAALM
rep on 18th Sep 2006-

[From : xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Sent : 18 September 2006 12:38:23 To :
jamescasbolt@hotmail.co.uk  Subject : Intel for you

Greetings Brother Casbolt

Only six more years and the planet will be ours. Our LORD OF LIGHT
Asmodeus will soon reign Supreme upon this Planet.

Brothers Brezinski and Kissinger now ruling P40 and the Committee of
300 will implement the FINAL SOLUTION – billions dead and we gain
nourishment upon their BLOOD– The Haemoglobin is the energy we require.

Rockefeller/Rothschild Iluminata apparatus now preparing for the full
financial meltdown

Brother we welcome you into The Brotherhood [ the 33rd degree of Zion ]

- The Zetans will finalize the chipping protocol by 2009, Africa, India
and China containing our AIDS will fall at our feet as the bio-robotic
Zetans microchip the sheep.

All Hail Lord Marduk King of Kings
Caecus Barathrum Contumelia

In Service

xxxxxxxxxxxxxx]

On Oct 7th (the day after I witnessed the black triangle craft) I attended a
UFO conference called Probe international. I was due to meet an ex NSA
man by the name of Dean Warwick who was speaking. He claimed he was
going to name the anti Christ for the first time and as a former member of
the NSA he was in a position to know about Lord Marduk. The following is
an account I wrote of what happened next-

[On Saturday October 7th I attended a UFO conference in Blackpool called
‘Probe international’. I planned to meet former US government official Dean
Warwick who was the last speaker of the afternoon and try to convince him to
blow the whistle about his experiences and knowledge regarding the NSA,
missing children and Extra-terrestrials.

At this time Dean had already gone public and completed an interview a
couple of weeks earlier with my friend, investigative journalist Dave
Starbuck. The fact of the matter was that Dean had only talked about a
fraction of what he really knew. Therefore it was my intention to appeal to
him and try to convince him to fully blow the whistle.

When Dean was only minutes into his talk on stage he collapsed unconscious on the floor. The crowd was stunned and mass confusion ensued. He had stopped breathing and an ambulance was called but Dean had died on stage.

When Dean collapsed on the floor a woman witnessed a man with dark hair slip out of the hall. She followed this man who then proceeded to walk down the stairs whistling merrily to himself, get into a car and make a phone call. He was then seen laughing down the phone to whoever he was speaking to. Who walks out of a hall whistling happily to themselves and then starts laughing down the phone after a man has just collapsed and stopped breathing on stage?

All of these events point to the fact that this was an intelligence agency ‘hit’ using an E.L.F (Extremely low frequency) weapon. These E.L.F weapons can be set on a ‘Delta wave’ and are able to shut a person’s nervous system down.

Much of this technology has been perfected on the 4th level of the CIA underground Dulce facility in the New Mexico desert. The fourth level of this underground base deals with technological aspects of Human aura research, dream manipulation, hypnosis, telepathy and advanced mind control. The E.L.F weapons ‘suck’ the life out the victim’s body and Dean literally ‘fell asleep’ on his feet.

I was in tears and I walked past my friend Ellis who stared me right in the eyes with a look that said “We both know exactly what happened then”. Dean Warwick was a very brave man who died fighting for our freedom. Those responsible will be held fully accountable when the time comes. That time is coming soon. The same holds true for the ’5th column’ agents who were trying to convince the people at Probe they were one of us. You know who you are and so do I.

On the 25th Oct I received this from the SAALM rep who works for the NSA-

[From : xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Sent : 25 October 2006 04:00:40 To : jamescasbolt@hotmail.co.uk

Mr Warwick passed away from ‘natural causes’ at The YMCA St. Albans Road St. Anne’s. Near Blackpool? Mr Warwick as I understand it, intended to discuss Lord Marduk. He was warned that our Annunaki King of Kings, let us say, "shies away" from this sort of unwarranted publicity
Mr Casbolt - I urge you to take the utmost care. I have attached a photo of one of our keenest and more aggressive employees. He wears the inverted "M" with pride and he enjoys many benefits of our established rule and what is more - is a master of Electromagneto interference in 4D Hologramatic Bioplasmatics. We refer to him as "The Butcher"

A campaign is being waged to discredit you Brother James. The chipping procedure enables us to read your thoughts and understand your motivations. We can readily clone you as well - swap your 4d Hologramatic bioplasma entity with one of ours, complete with a walk-in personality - Hologramatical elegant.

Now with all the evidence I have presented I will leave it up to the public to judge all of this themselves.

Now onto the SAALM photos that have caused so much controversy. Many people claim they have been photoshopped and manipulated. I cannot say whether they are 100% genuine or not. However I will say this. Certain secret service people claim they have been run through a graphic manipulation programme to ensure ‘plausible deniability’. Then there is the infamous photo of the ET Enlil (if it is real). I have heard it said many times that because he has similar facial features to Brzezinski it is a photo shopped picture of Brezezinski. However Brezezinski is one of the top members of SAALM (codenamed P1). With the following intel there may be a logical explanation for the Enlil photo-

[From : xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Sent : 30 November 2006 11:21:00 To : jamescasbolt@hotmail.co.uk Subject : RE: Photoshop

JAMES

THE PHOTOS ARE REAL, BUT WERE ALSO PUT THROUGH A GRAPHIC MANIPULATION PROGRAM TO ENSURE PLAUSIBLE DENIABILITY. THEY ARE VERY CAREFUL NOT TO REVEAL THERE PLANS JAMES.

EVERYONE HAS AN OPINION MOST INCORRECT. ENLILS TIE IS A SAALM TIE THAT THEY ALL WEAR AT MEETINGS INCLUDING BRZEZINSKI.

ENLIL AND BRZEZINSKI ARE VERY CLOSELY RELATED, BRZEZINSKI IS FROM A BLUE BLOOD JESUIT FAMILY THAT TRACES ITSELF BACK TO THE ORIGINAL MARDEK LINEAGE.

xxxxxxxxxxxxx]

Again I do not know for sure if the SAALM photos are real. However SAALM is a real group. The photos and accompanying emails are printed
below for your perusal and judgement.

www.jamescasbolt.com
Dear James

Firstly; yes I am safe and I thank you for your prayers and I thank Saviour Lord Jesus Christ for HIS protection.

I too pray for all humanity in these troubled times.

James - I am attaching some photographic intelligence just received enormous risk to our mole on the inside ] from the last S.A.A.L.M conference in Basle Switzerland. These were sent to me from one of our extremely valuable contacts who has penetrated SAALM and continues to us valuable intelligence at the risk of his life.

About the photographs:

1) Dr Henry Kissinger opened the Oct 26th conference with an address dealt with many issues, but mainly Iraq [ As you know Iraq is really Babylon and the birthplace of SAALM's monarch Lord Marduk ]

2) Naanuur and P13. Naanuur is Lord Marduk's son and made a rare public appearance at the Basle conference. This is considered a great honor for the SAALM Insiders to have a personal representative of Marduk at the conference. Naanuur is a very quiet and majestic individual, and he emanates an enormous amount of chi energy, he is estimated at over 100 years old. This photo is EXTREMELY RARE - as the Annunaki loathe to their photographs taken.

3) SAALM passport - this is how the Insiders get around and recogniz other. The passports are microchipped and have holographic identity implanted in them enabling access to the underground network and mass shuttle trains that connect the many bases around the globe.

James - feel free to contact me at anytime. The Freedom Fighter network aware of the ACIO team and their efforts to silence us but as you know James- the Light is with us! Glory be to Freedom!!

Continue to pray for the ACIO team and send white light and love to Annunaki. It is the one thing they have no resistance or defence to.

God Bless

AB
Hello James

Thankyou for your timely email.

I never knew Roystons secretary [ the woman mentioned below ]. Having that, all who work for the SAALM insider masonic group are aware of their inherent dangers [ and also the rewards- ie riches beyond most people's wildest dreams ]

I am not fearful of the SAALM insiders. Meditation and Prayer is my aagainst them. Let it be known that no harm can befall those who meditate and visualize protection and project LOVE upon their foes. As Our Sav said two thousand years ago "Love Thy Enemy"

As ex MI-6 you surely must be aware of the dangers of working for intelligence agencies and I am sure you are also able to protect your with your own hands in man to man combat. Are you carrying small arms Luger or a Glock? ]

I am currently on the road, armed and dangerous, and keeping in conta with the Freedom team through public internet. I have forwarded your contact details to another agent codenamed AJAX who will contact you.

Attached are more photographs which I am sure you will find interesti

The Book was removed from Marduks personal lair by an ACIO defector in late 1960s. Note the closeup printed inscription. Marduk is the "big kahuna" of this particular masonic lodge which grew out of the Bavaria Illuminati and the Scottish lodges. Dont be fooled by the term "JEW" Marduk refers to himself as. As you may be aware there are many defin for this label.

Other photos were smuggled from entry in to the highly protected and secretive SAALM conference held recently in Basle. The conference was at an underground base in the city , I believe under that very Obelis tunnel shot was taken on a simple mobile phone.

James - Please do not fear! . Royston, and the ACIO and SAALM team wi succeed in implementing the final rule of Marduk and his sons. We are destined to play our role in this final drama. We have been given an to the end times through our RV program and know the vague outcome. TI Devil is in the detail However! ;o)

Lets speak again - Good luck with your work

AB

---

From: jamescasbolt@corerights.com
To: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Subject: Email interceptions
Date: Sat, 04 Nov 2006 17:45:06 -0700

Dear xxxxxx

It is very important that are aware of the information below.

Did you recieve the email I sent you this morning?

If you did try to forward me intel on SAALM this morning I did not recieve it.

This is a more secure email address. Please try to send me the intel again and confirm reciept of the emai

God bless

James Casbolt

From: jamescasbolt@corerights.com
Sent: 04 November 2006 23:17:21
To: jamescasbolt@hotmail.co.uk
Subject: RE: Ubermen

| | | Inbox
James

I am unable by my oath to S.A.A.L.M to release your report. For your interest though it is quite large, [thick] and spans the month of October 2006, broken up into sections which are arranged in a daily formation, specifying your actions, conversations and personal correspondence.

We note in the report that you received an email warning you about our "Halloween" conference in Switzerland by my now ex-secretary Tamsin. Young Tamsin met with an unfortunate accident after she sent that email.

In regards to your questions about my role at Pine Gap I can and will answer in the affirmative.

The Anti-Christ that you mention is our Lord Marduk. Much work in Pine Gap is preparing our King of Kings to take his rightful place upon the world throne. As you are aware Pine Gap is a near neighbour to Mt Zie in central Australia which is an Annunaki stronghold.

Btw - we managed to intercept another email to you from Ray Bordon [freedomfighter] who forwarded you his mirror copy of part of our internal working intranet here at S.A.A.L.M, that was sent from New Mexico, presumably on his trucking run. We believe it is not in either of our best interests for you to communicate with Mr xxxxxxxxxx.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

VIEW MORE
S.A.A.L.M. PHOTOS

Photo 1
Photo 2
Photo 3
Photo 4
Photo 5
Photo 6
This is reported to be a photo of Enil, Lord Marduk's son. Here is the email from my NSA contact 'X7' who this photo came from (I apologise for the language).

From: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Sent: 03 November 2006 10:58:17
To: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
CC: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Subject: RE: Fw: Enil

Hey there XXXXXXXXXX

The snap was taken at the SAALM conference last month in Swz.

Old Enil was the star apparently and came in right after HK introduced him covered in security goons, like flies to f----g s-t. Apparently a lot of the European delegates couldn't understand him and none to translate as usual - typical AC10 f-kup. Oh he is creepy alright. The joke is any f----r there who is thinking bad thoughts about him, falls under his glare and his might. Not pleasant Sir! Glad to be driving a truck out west

He still wearing his flesh coloured gloves so obviously still paranoid about germs, bugs, viruses. Nice threads though - Tab said at 05 he wore some fucking callan-poncho thing under the flesh skin-coloured suit. Sigh for sore eyes- he a no fog though

Olliver I dont know what happened to him. Piece of Nazi garbage. Diet pepsi? thats Hugh Hefner | playboy owners drink of choice as well| hes got pepsi fountains over his whole mansion | I partied there in 85 | Must go with the territory. They are all into gang banging bightime. Marduk rumoured to take girls from all the unions in Swz. If I were you, t...
This is reported to be a photo of Enlil, Lord Marduk's son. Here is the email from my NSA contact 'X7' who this photo came from (I apologise for the language)

From : XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Sent : 08 November 2006 10:58:17
To : XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
CC : jamescasbolt@hotmail.co.uk
Subject : RE: Fw: Enlil

Hey there XXXXXXXXXX

The snap was taken at the SAALM conference last month in Swz.

Old Enlil was the star apparently and came in right after HK introduced him covered in security goons, like flies to f--g s--t. Apparently alot of the European delegates couldn't understand him and noone to translate as usual - typical ACIO f--kup. Oh he is creepy alright. The joke is any f----r there who is thinking bad thoughts about him, falls under his glare and his might. Not pleasant Sir! Glad to be driving a truck out west

He still wearing his flesh coloured gloves so obviously still paranoid about germs, bugs, viruses. Nice threads though - Tab said at 05 he wore some fucking caftan-poncho thing under the flesh skin-coloured suit. Sight for sore eyes- he s no fag though

Oliver I dont know what happened to him. Piece of Nazi garbage. Diet pepsi? thats Hugh Hefner [playboy owners drink of choice as well] hes got pepsi fountains over his whole mansion [I partied there in 85 ] Must go with the territory. They are all into gang banging bigtime. Marduk rumoured to take on dozens all night - like mao tse tung. Nice work if you can get it.

Jax - 3way is copying me in on this stuff he is prepping - ill send you over and we can work in james to the team - much to do before 2012.

Ok - gotta haul a load off to macon georgia.

check you soon

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxx where you get your hands on that pic? Those f---s give me the creeps.

I have never met any of them face to face but the brothers are noted to apparently have putrid breath and an strange body odour- a bit like ammonia.

I heard that too from the German dude who was around, Oliver the grey haired ACIO security prick who talks like Arnold Schwarzenegger, u remember him? He has been in the presence of at least one of them; he told me they smell like strong cat p--s. I emailed him twice but got nothin back so either he knows what Im doing now or else he got knocked for the cat piss comment! Ha!

You are right about the red meat, AND I heard they also all drink diet pepsi like its going out of fashion, something in it they like, I dunno. But that was from Oliver, could be a crock. Anyway since I heard that I stopped drinking that s--t.

Over n out.

xxxx

----- Original Message ----- From:xxxxx
To: <jamescasbolt@hotmail.co.uk> Sent: Wednesday, November 08, 2006 4:15 PM
Subject: Enlil

Hello there James

This photo attached is of Marduks other son - Enlil

FYI This is a very clear photo of Enlil: Note red eyes, albino pigment. -

Enlil is more the "brains" behind the Marduk clan, does most of the talking for his Father. They speak in a very strange guttural gargle, a bit of an irish lilt sound. Enil is very telpathic so it is little use lying to him or his brother, as they can pick up ones intention easily. They are a noble race but very cold blooded. True Fascists. No sense of humour or sense of fun. They are an extremely shy race as well, they despise publicity and do everything from behind closed doors, in the shadows as it were.

Diet consists of lots of red meat- served very rare. I have never met any of them face to face but the brothers are noted to apparently have putrid breath and an strange body odour- a bit like ammonia. We used to joke a bit about this at the shop.
Marduk never appears in public anymore the last known appearance was in Florida, now most “business” is conducted by Enlil.

Hope this reaches you safely

xxxxxxxxxxxxx
My contacts claim this is Enlil waiting before his final address in which he spoke to all S.A.A.L.M members on behalf of Lord Marduk and Queen Nanshaazuur. Enlil announced that the capstone of establishing Lord Marduk as King of Kings of SoL will soon be set. The speech concluded with a sincere thanks to all members efforts and a toast was pronounced to the target date of Dec 22nd 2012.
S.A.A.L.M. Photo 3

2006 meetings place for SAALM- Comm 300. Lord Marduk represented by Aku and Ningshidaazaar.
P2 and P14 arriving for SAALM conference. SAALM members have some kind bio-robotic collective consciousness that is patched into a collective matrix. According to my contacts P2 (Kissinger) is controlled by a ET walk-in called Melthraazur from the Procyon star system (There are good and bad walk-ins, Melthraazur is a negative walk-in). Also P1 to P9 are controlled by a multi-dimensional being known as Asmodeus. Asmodeus controls all 9. P1 to P9 act as one unit. Again all these beings are patched into a collective computer like matrix.
SAALM statue to usher in the fourth Reich (final solution) of Marduk.
My contacts claim this is a recently completed ceiling piece at the P40 headquarters in Zurich. This gold is reported to be from Annunaki mines in Babylon and may be over 3000 years old.